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External structure of VCB

Breaker ... VL type

Back side

Name of each part



Breaker ... VH type

Back side

Name of each part



Basic functions and interrupting operation

Basic functions

Manual operation
Manual Charge

a) VL type: operate the charge handle 7-8 times as a fully stroke.
b) VH type:  Insert the charge handle into the handle slot first. Rotate the handle clockwise 40 times more and then 

charge will be complete with a click sound.
- When the closing spring is charged fully "CHARGED" is displayed at the charge indicator.

 Manual closing

a) Pressing the ON button the breaker is closed.
b)  With the closing of the breaker "ON" is displayed at Close/Trip indicator and "DISCHARGED" at the charge 

indicator.

 Manual trip

a) Pressing the OFF button the breaker is opened.
b) "OFF" is displayed at Close/Trip indicator.

Electric operation
 Electric charge

The breaker is remotely closing with charging of closing spring. 
If the breaker closing the closing spring is automatically charged by gear motors.

 Electric closing

Remote closing is operated by the closing coil.

 Electric trip

Remote trip can be operated by the trip coil or UVT coil.

Main contacts are operated by the energy of the spring mechanism and closing spring is charged by the motor in the 
mechanism.
Breaker is closed by closing coil and tripped by trip coil.
These operations are repeated in VCB as shown in the below sequence chart.

Sequence of the switching mechanism



Basic functions and interrupting operation

The interruption of vacuum interrupters

The interruption of VCB is carried out by the vacuum interrupters.
Interrupter contacts as a key part made of copper - chromium (CuCr) material with spiral shape have low contact wear 
characteristics and withstand voltage is excellent.
Spiral contacts make the arc generated between the surfaces of contacts rotated around the surface of contact by the 
induced magnetic field generated due to the spiral contact structure, which results in preventing local heating, thereby 
corruption and interrupting instantaneously.

An example of oscillogram obtained through the interrupting test using LC resonant circuit

Fixed electrode

Fixed seal cup

Ceramic

Fixed shield

Contacts

Bellows shield

Bellows

Movable seal cup

Arc shield



Basic functions and interrupting operation

The interruption of vacuum interrupters

Spiral contact structure (Radial magnetic field), using the 
force (F = j B) generated by the interaction of the radial 
magnetic field caused by the current flowing through the arc 
between two contacts, disperse the arc energy evenly on the 
surface of contact by rotating the arc that is contracted by the 
pinch effect so as to minimize contact damage.
The images show arc behavior during the arcing time of 
about 8ms by shooting with high-speed camera capable of 
shooting 10,000 frames per sec. (10000FPS) by focusing on 
parts of the arcing time on the above graph and 
simultaneously measured arc voltage also represented to 
show arc state by section.

In case of using the flat contact
any of the designs do not reflect
on when contacts are opening the
arc with high temperature is
contracted and fixed in the center
of the contacts,Which is called
pinch effect.
To prevent the effect two kinds of
contact shapes are designed.
One is Axial magnetic field which
spreads the arc before its
contraction, and the other is
Radial magnetic field which
permits the contraction of the arc
but makes it rotated to disperse
the energy.
Because contracted arc is shaped
like a cylinder it is called
Contracted arc or columnar arc.

Arc voltage waveforms and arc image captured during arcing time

Arc driving principle in the contacts of 
Radial magnetic field

Current

Direction of
rotating arc

Columnar arc

Radial magnetic field type contact



Standards and certification

Susol VCB has been type tested and obtained certifications according to the latest IEC standard at international testing 
laboratory and can be installed and applied at the environment and conditions in accordance with the standard.

 Standard

- IEC 62271-1 (2007.10)
High-voltage switchgear and controlgear - Part 1: Common specifications.

- IEC 62271-100 (2008.04)
High-voltage switchgear and controlgear - Part 2: Alternating-current circuit breakers.

 Test and certification

Test report (KERI) 
Test report (KEMA)



Note)
1.  In the case of selecting accessories such as A1(Secondary trip coil), A4(Position S/W  

2a2a)and A7(Key lock), A147 is type name in the ordering.
2.  Unable to select A1(Secondary Trip coil), U1~U8(UVT)and T9(Current trip coil) 

simultaneously.
3. A4(Position S/W 2a2a) and A5(Position S/W 2a2b) can not be selected simultaneously.
4. A8 (Button Padlock) and A9 (Button Cover) can not be selected simultaneously.
5.  Maximum number of Auxiliary Contacts available are 5a5b, 5a6b in the case of selecting 

A1(Secondary trip coil), U1~U8(UVT).

6.  In case of using the existing old type cradle and replacing breaker only please order type 
B (Compatible with existing breaker). Compatibille busbars are required for fixed version.

7. If T9(CTC) is selected, in case of adding Secondary trip coil, CTC is also added.

Types and ordering information

7.2kV (VL-06)

Breaker

Note6)

Note)

Note5)

Note5)

Note5)

Note5)

Note)  A is written only once in case of 
more than one.



Note)

Cradle

Note) In case of replacing the existing old type VCB with Susol VCB please order type B for cradle and A for breaker.



Note)
1.  If A2 (UVT), A4 (Position S/W 2a2b) and A7 (Keylock) are 

selected, A147 is the type name in the ordering.
2.  Unable to select A1(Secondary trip coil), U1~U8(UVT) 

simultaneously.
3.  A3(Position S/W 1a3b), A4(Position S/W 2a2a), 

A5(Position S/W 2a2b)can not be selected simultaneously. 
4.  A8 (Button Padlock) and A9 (Button Cover) can not be 

selected simultaneously.
5.  When A1 (Secondary Trip coil) is selected the maximum 

available auxiliary contacts are 9a9b.
6.  When A2(Secondary trip coil with TCM Contact) is selected the maximum available 

auxiliary contacts are 4a3b, 9a8b.
7.  AC (Plug interlock), AD (H type Door interlock), AE (MOC) and AF (Locking magnet) are 

available only for H type.
8.  In case of B-type connector the flame retardant wire is applicable to auxiliary contacts 

4a4b, not to 10a10b.
9. A/B-type connector is applicable to P/E/F/G/K type and B-type connector to H type.
10. Lead wire special color (blue) is applicable to A-type connector.

When the position switch is selected from accessories, auxiliary contacts and wiring ass’y
can be selected as option A/B-type (P/E/F/G/K-type) or B-type(H-type) connector

12. Locking magnet of H type breaker use the same control power supply as motor.
13. Flame retardant type blue wire is not available.

Types and ordering information

7.2/12/17.5kV (VL-06/12/17)

Breaker

Note)  A is written only once in case of 
more than one.



Cradle

Note) 1. These accessories for cradle and TM can be applied only to H type. (When ordering TM, AL option must be selected)
2. AJ and AK can not be selected without door (AH).
3. H type lead wire - one of AM, AN or AO is required for cradle in case of H type breaker.
4.  Unable to select AK at the cradle in the case of selecting A8(Button Padlock), A9(Button Cover) for body of H-type.
5. When Keylock(A5) is selected, Earthing Switch is included as standard.
6. Please contact us if you need IAC (Internal arc classification) of H type CB compartment.

Note)  A is written only once in case of more 
than one.



Note)
1.  If A2 (UVT), A4 (Position S/W 2a2b) and A7 (Keylock) are 

selected, A147 is the type name in the ordering.
2.  Unab le to select A1(Secondary trip coil), U1~U8(UVT) 

simultaneously.
3.  A3(Pos i tio n S/W 1a3b), A4(Pos i tion S/W 2a2a), 

A5(Position S/W 2a2b)can not be selected simultaneously. 
4.  A8 (Button Padlock) and A9 (Button Cover) can not be 

selected simultaneously.
5.  When A1 (Secondary Trip coil) is selected the maximum 

available auxiliary contacts are 9a9b.
6.  When  A2(Seconda ry tr ip co il wi th TCM Cont act) is 

selected the maximum available auxiliary contacts are 4a3b, 9a8b.
7.  AC (Plug interlock), AD (H type Door interlock), AE (MOC) and AF (Locking magnet) are 

available only for H type.
8.  In case of B-type connector the flame retardant wire is applicable to auxiliary contacts 

4a4b, not to 10a10b.
9. A/B-type connector is applicable to P/E/F/G type and B-type connector to H type.

10. Lead wire special color (blue) is applicable to A-type connector.
When the position switch is selected from accessories, auxiliary contacts and wiring ass’y
can be selected as option A/B-type (P/E/F/G/K-type) or B-type(H-type) connector

12. Locking magnet of H type breaker use the same control power supply as motor.
13. Flame retardant type blue wire is not available.
14.  

Types and ordering information

24/25.8/36kV (VL-20/25/36)

Breaker

Note) - P, E, F type : phase distance 265mm only
- G-type: 630A and 1250A – 210mm and 265mm
  2000A - phase distance 210mm only
- K-type: 630A and 1250A - , 210mm and 265mm
   2000A - phase distance 265mm only
- H-type: All ratings - dual phase distance, 
  210mm and 275mm dual
  (2500A - phase distance 275mm only)
- 



Cradle

Note) 1. These accessories for cradle and TM can be applied only to H type.

2. AJ and AK can not be selected without door (AH).

3. TM (Temperature Monitoring) should be used with AL (Temperature Sensor).

4. H type lead wire - one of AM, AN or AO is required for cradle in case of H type breaker.

5.  Accessary A2~AQ is available to H-type. Exceptionally K-type is available to A1.                           

(Position S/W 4a4b is basic option of A1)

6.  Unable to select AK at the cradle in the case of selecting A8(Button Padlock), A9(Button Cover) 

for body of H-type.

7. When Keylock(A5) is selected, Earthing Switch is included as standard.

8. Please contact us if you need IAC (Internal arc classification) of H type CB compartment.

Note)  A is written only once in case of more 
than one.

Note) K-type(compatible with Pro-MEC 
G/T(T)) cradle for MCSG is for below 

product - LCL-20G-13D/T,15D/T, 

25D/T



Types and ordering information

7.2/12kV (LVB-06/12)

Breaker

Note)
1. H(Secondary trip coil) and  V(UVT) can not be selected simultaneously.
2.  B(Position S/W 2a2a), B1(Position S/W 2a2b) and B2(Posit ion S/W 1a3b)  can not be 

selected simultaneously.
    However, only B(Position S/W 2a2a) is available for G/T type(MCSG drawable type)  
3.  If V(UVT) is selected , additional K(Latch checking S/W) is not allowed.

(Because if UVT is slected a latch checking S/W is included as standard for e lectrical 
interlocking )
4. One out of T and T2 should be selected for G/T type(MCSG drawable type).  

T2 is the standard and T (Product before Ear thing S/W interlock change) is suitable for 
compatibility with existing products.
5. In case of T(Tulip contact, closed type) 3150A is available only for open type housing .
6. Only G/T type is available for 12kV.

Note)



Cradle

Note) 1.  One out of T, T2 and T3 should be selected for G/T type(MCSG drawable type).  

T2 is the standard and T (Product before Earthing S/W interlock change) 
is suitable for compatibility with existing products.
T3 is available only for 1250/2000A.

2.  U1(Reduced height type) and B(Earthing S/W) can not be selected simultaneously.

Note)

Note2)

Note1)

Note1)

Note1)

Note2)



Types and ordering information

Note)
1. If A1(Secondary tr ip  coil ),  A4(Posit ion S/W 2a2a) , 

A7(Keylock)are selected, A147 is the type name in the 
ordering.

2.  A1(Secondary trip coil), U1~U8(UVT) can not be selected 
simultaneously.

3.  A3(Posit ion S/W  1a3b ), A4(Posi tion S/W 2a2a) , 
A5(Position S/W 2a2b) can not be selected simultaneously.

4.  A8 (Button Padlock)  and A9 (Button Cover) can not be 
selected simultaneously.

5.  AC (Plug interlock), AD (H type Door interlock), AE (MOC) 
and AF (Locking magnet) are available only for H type.

6.  In case of B-type connector the flame retardant wire is applicable to auxiliary contacts 
4a4b, not to 10a10b.

7.  A/B-type connector is applicable to P/E/F/G/K type and B-type connector to H type.
8.  Lead Wire Special Color(blue) is available only for A type connector and  the flame 

retardant  is not applicable to it.
9.  Locking magnet can be applied only to H type VCB - breaker and cradle.
10.  Locking magnet of H type breaker use the same control power supply as motor.
11.  In case of selecting UVT A6 (Latch checking S/W) is not allowed. A6 (Latch checking 

S/W) is installed by default to make electrical interlock with UVT.

12.  Lead wire is enclosed in the breaker in case of ordering fixed type or H type 
breaker without cradle, installed of cradle in case of ordering the breaker with 
cradle. If user plug is selected it will be enclosed in the breaker.

13.  When A1(Secondary trip coil) is selected the maximum available auxiliary contacts are 
10a10b. 

14. When A2(Secondary Trip coi l with TCM Contact) is selected the maximum 
available auxiliary contacts are 4a3b, 10a9b. 

7.2/12/17.5/24/25.8/36kV (VH-06/12/17/20/25/36)

Breaker

Note)
1. 25kA is for 24/36kV
2.  31.5/40kA is for 

7.2/12/17.5/24/36kV
3. 50kA is for 7.2/12/17.5kV

Note)  Refer to the rating 
table for selecting 
rated current.

Note) K can be selected for 
Pro- MEC G/T(T ) 
compatible models 
ONLY and the phase 
distance is 150mm. 

Note)  A is written only once in case of 
more than one.

Note)



Cradle

Note) 1.  Cradle accessories and the option TM are available only for H type(MCSG drawable type)
and Locking magnet is available in DC110V, DC125V for those three types.
K, Ha, Hb types can only be applied to A1.

2. AJ and AK can not be selected without door (AH).
3. H type lead wire - one of AM, AN or AO is required for cradle in case of H type breaker.
4. If the H type breaker options A8(Button Padlock) and A9(Button Cover) are slected,

the cradle option AK(Door Emergency Push Button) is not available.
5.  When Keylock(A5) is selected, Earthing Switch is included as standard. 
6. T3/SM/LC/U/U1 can be selected for K type ONLY.
7.  When A1 is selected for 4000A, 5000A cradle, ES Position S/W with 4a4b is applied as default.
8. If TOC/MOC option is selected, cradle’s height is increased
    (E/S equipped structure, Hb ONLY).
9. Ha type is open-type MCSG Cradle with NO door related options included.
10. Please contact us if you need IAC (Internal arc classification) of H type CB compartment.

Note)  A is written only once in case of 
more than one.

Note)  T3, LC, U1 are options for K type 
cradle ONLY(Compatible with 
previous Pro-MEC models)

*  Only K-type cradle is available for 4000A.
*  E/F/Fs/Gs/K-type (open type cradle)
*  H-type (box type cradle) 



Type of circuit breakers

7.2/12/17.5/24/25.8/36kV (VL-06/12/17/20/25/36)



Note) 1. Ur = Rated voltage  2. Isc = Rated short-circuit current    
3. Ir = Rated normal current 4. p = Phase distance 
5. E,F and G types are cradles for MESG(Metal Enclosed Switchgear) and  H type for MCSG(Metal Clad Switchgear)
6.  For the partial replacement of 7.2kV 8/12.5kA VCB, in case of using the existing old type cradle and replacing breaker only, 
    please order type B (Compatible with existing breaker). Compatibille busbars are required for fixed version.  
    To replace VCB fully(breaker and cradle) please order type A for breaker and compatible cradle B. 



Type of circuit breakers

7.2/12/17.5/24/25.8/36kV (VH-06/12/17/20/25/36)



Note) 1. Ur = Rated voltage
2. Isc = Rated short-circuit current
3. Ir = Rated normal current
4. p = Phase distance
5.  H type is MCSG style drawable type with a box type cradle for CB compartment construction.
6.  G/T types are MCSG style drawable types with a cradle for builting in the switchgear , not a box type. (K of VCL type name indicates 4000A) 
    Example of G/T type : LVB-06G-32L/12-T2, LCL-06G-32D/12-T2
7. G/T types use LVB and LCL names.
8.  E, F and  G types provide cradles for MESG(Metal Enclosed Switchgear) and H, G/T types for MCSG(Metal Clad Switchgear).
9. In case of 7.2/12kV, 31.5kA/40kA H type: Please contact us.



Ratings - 7.2kV 8/12.5kA 400/630A

VL-06



Ratings - 7.2/12/17.5kV 20/25kA 630/1250/2000A

VL-06/12/17

* H type is a box type cradle with CB compartment style structure.
** ( ) displays option of phase distance.



Ratings - 7.2/12/17.5kV 31.5kA 630/1250/2000/2500A

VL-06/12/17

* H type is a box type cradle with CB compartment style structure.
** ( ) displays option of phase distance.
Note1) For Icw 4s, please contact us.



Ratings - 24/25.8kV 12.5/16/25kA 630/1250/2000/2500A

VL-20/25

* H type is a box type cradle with CB compartment style structure.
** ( ) displays option of phase distance.
Note1) 24/25.8kV 25kA 2000A(Phase distance 210mm): 60Hz available only
       2) For Icw 4s, please contact us.



Ratings - 36kV 25kA 630/1250/2000/2500A

VL-36

Note1) For Icw 4s, please contact us.



Ratings - 7.2/12kV 31.5/40kA 1250/2000/3150A

LVB-06/12

* MCSG style drawable type provide a cradle for builting in the switchgear, not a box type for CB compartment. Ordering type is LVB. 
Note 1)  H type that is a box type cradle for enabling a CB compartment in MCSG is under development. Consult us for ordering.
        2) Some LVB is the ordering name of the switchboard for export



Ratings - 7.2/12/17.5kV 40kA 1250/2000A

VH-06/12/17



VH-06/12/17

Ratings - 7.2/12/17.5kV 31.5/40kA 3150A



VH-06/12/17

* H type is a box type cradle with CB compartment style structure.
Note1) Contact us.

Ratings - 7.2/12/17.5kV 50kA 1250/2000/2500/3150A



VH-06/12/17

Ratings - 7.2/12/17kV 40/50kA 4000A



VH-06/12

Ratings - 7.2/12kV 40/50kA 5000A



* H type is a box type cradle with CB compartment style structure.
** ( ) displays option of phase distance.
*** Rated frequency(fr) 50Hz is certified only to 24kV.
**** Rated operating sequence O-0.3s-CO-15s-CO is certified only to 24kV 40kA.
Note1) Contact us.

Note1)

VH-20/25

Ratings - 24/25.8kV 25/31.5/40kA 1250/2000/2500/3150A



* H type is a box type cradle with CB compartment style structure.
Note1) Contact us.

Note1)

VH-36

Ratings - 36kV 25/31.5/40kA 1250/2000/3150A



Accessory

* : Basic Installation



Accessory



Motor: M

VL type

Charge the closing spring of a circuit breaker by 
the external power source. When the charging is 
complete, control power of the motor will be 
"OFF" by the built-in Limit S/W. Without the 
external power source, charge manually.

Operating voltage range (IEC 60947)
85%~110%Vn

Motor

VH type

Motor

Main 
shaft

Charge completion 
contact

Gear

Motor

Note) Rated operation and control voltage range, see page 65.

Note) Rated operation and control voltage range, see page 65.

Installed inside of a breaker as standard 



Accessory

Closing Coil: C

VL type

 It is a control device which closes a circuit 
breaker, when applying voltage continuously or 
instantaneously over 200ms to the coil control 
terminals.

VH type

 It is a control device which closes a circuit 
breaker, when applying voltage continuously 
about 45ms to the coil control terminals. 
Electrical pumping preventing circuit is built in.

Closing coil

Closing coil

Note) Rated operation and control voltage range, see page 65.

Note) Rated operation and control voltage range, see page 65.

Installed inside of a breaker as standard 



Trip Coil: T

VL type

It is a control device which trips a circuit breaker 

from remote place, when applying voltage 
continuously or instantaneously over 35ms to 
coil control terminals.

When UVT coil is installed, its location is 

changed.

VH type

 It is a control device which trips a circuit 

breaker, when applying voltage continuously or 
instantaneausly over 35ms to the coil control 
terminals. 

Trip coil

Trip coil

Note) Rated operation and control voltage range, see page 65.

Note) Rated operation and control voltage range, see page 66.

Installed inside of a breaker as standard 



Accessory

Secondary Trip Coil: A1

Secondary Trip Coil with TCM Contact : A2

VL type

It is a control device which trips a circuit breaker 

doubly from the outside. If the trip coil (T ) fails, 
it can trip a circuit breaker safely.

Trip coil: Install it at existing location.

Secondary trip coil: Install it on the right side of 
the trip coil.

It is not available with UVT coil when installing 

secondary trip coil.

VH type

It is a control device which trips a circuit breaker 

doubly from the outside. If the trip coil (T) fails, it 
can trip a circuit breaker safely.

It is not available with UVT coil when installing 

secondary trip coil.

Secondary 
Trip coil

Secondary 
Trip coil

Installed inside of a breaker as an option



Rated operation and control voltage range

Current Trip Coil

VL type : T9

This trip coil uses the output of the CT as its 
control power source and is used with over 
current relay in combination. Two current trip 
coils are supplied.

Coil burden is 90VA.(T9)

Coil impedance(Z) is like below

- 3A: 10  or less, Operating current AC 3A (T9)
- 1A: 160  or less, Operating current AC 1A (AV)
- 5A: 6  or less, Operating current is AC 5A (AW)

CT must be installed at load side.
If it is installed at bus side there is the danger of 
malfunction or damage to CT.

Don’t disconnect the control power connector on 

main power is live condition at service position.
Otherwise there is the danger of malfunction or 
damage to CT.

CT is recommended to use 15VA 5P10 and more.

Current Trip Coil

VL type : AV, AW

Current Trip Coil

Installed inside of a breaker as an option



Accessory

Auxiliary Contact: SA

VL type

 It is a contact used to monitor ON/OFF status of 

a breaker from remote place.

 The auxiliary contacts supplied as standard 

configuration is 4a4b. 10a10b is also available 
on request.

For 7.2kV 8/12.5kA VCB standard configuration 
is 2a2b. 4a4b and 6a6b are optional.

Auxiliary contact

VH type

Auxiliary contact

Installed inside of a breaker as an option



Under Voltage Trip Coil: U

VL type VH type

 It is installed inside of a breaker to trip when the main power or control power voltage drops below certain value.

Instantaneous type is only available with UVT coil and Time delay type is available by connecting UVT coil and UVT 
time delay controller.

The closing of a circuit breaker is impossible mechanically or electrically if control power is not supplied to UVT.

To close the circuit breaker, 65~85% of rated voltage should be applied.

 UVT and secondary trip coil will not be selected together.

1. UVT rated voltage and characteristic
- Operating voltage range: Pick up 0.65~0.85Vn, Drop out 0.4~0.6Vn
- Operating voltage ranges based on the minimum value of each rated voltage (Vn)

VL type

VH type

Under Voltage 
Trip Coil

Under Voltage 
Trip Coil

Installed inside of a breaker as an option



Accessory

Position Switch: A3, A4, A5

VL type - E/F/G Cradle

VL: 7.2kV 8/12.5kA VL: 20/25kA

Small VCB (VL)

VL/VH type - H Cradle

VL: 20/25kA VH

This switch is used to indicate the breaker position (SERVICE, TEST), and contact configuration is 2a2a or 2a2b.

Medium VCB (VL)

Large model (VH)

1 3 5 7

2 4 6 8

1 3 5 7

2 4 6 8

2a(TEST) 2a(SERVICE)

1 3 5 7

2 4 6 8

1a1b(TEST) 2b(SERVICE) 1a1b(TEST) 1a1b(SERVICE)

Contact configuration

Position switch Position switch

Position 
switch

Position 
switch

Installed inside of a breaker as an option



Latch checking switch: A6

This switch works in conjunction with the 

mechanism of the breaker. It checks if the 
breaker is ready to be closed.

When the mechanism is OFF and the closing 

spring is at charged status the switch becomes 
"ON", which means the mechanism is ready to 
be closed.

If the latch is not in a proper position the switch 
prevents the breaker from closing.
In case of VH type it is connected internally in 
series with the closing coil.

Counter: C

VL/VH type

It displays the total number of ON/OFF 

operations of a breaker.

VH type

Latch checking 
switch

Installed inside of a breaker as standard 

Installed inside of a breaker as an option



Accessory

Keylock: A7

VL type

 The key is to unlock the locking device first to 

close the breaker electrically and mechanically.

*How to operate
-  It is not possible to pull out the key in the 
unlocked position, possible only in locked status.

-  Pushing "OFF" switch of a breaker turn the key 
counter-clockwise to the locked position and pull 
it out.

-  It is not possible to close the breaker electrically 
and mechanically in the locked position.

-  Insert the key and turn clockwise and then the 
breaker can be closed electrically and 
mechanically.

*How to operate
-  It is not possible to pull out the key in the 
unlocked position, possible only in locked status.

-  Trip the breaker first and then turn the key 
counter-clockwise to the locked position and pull 
it out.

-  It is not possible to close the breaker electrically 
and mechanically in the locked position.

VH type

Keylock

Keylock

Installed inside of a breaker as an option



Button Padlock: A8

VL type

 It is to prevent manual operation of ON/OFF 

button due to user’s wrong handling.

 It is not possible to handle ON/OFF operation 

under the “Button lock” status.

* Key lock is not supplied.

Button Padlock

Button Padlock

VH type

Installed  outside of  a breaker as an option 



Accessory

Button Cover: A9

VL type

It is a protection cover to prevent an accident 

due to unintended operation of ON/OFF button.

Use the push-bar to operate the ON/OFF 

button.

VH type

Button Cover

Button Cover

Push Bar

Push Bar

Installed  outside of  a breaker as an option 



Lead wire

VL/VH type

 The wiring for connecting the control circuit of 

the circuit breaker from the outside is supplied 
with 2m of wiring.

A type connector is supplied for P/E/F/G type of 

VL VCB.

B type connector is supplied for P type of VH 
VCB.

In case of H type breaker of VL and VH models 

the Lead wire is installed in the cradle when 
supplied.

Lead wire

Plug/Terminal for lead wire

VL/VH type

It is connector to connect with the connector installed in the breaker. (supply connectors and terminal only for lead wire)

Type of connector is depends on the type of connector installed in the breaker- A or B.

A type connector B type connector

Supply ways of Lead wires by VCB model

Supplied separately from a breaker as an option 

Supplied separately from a breaker as an option 

A type connector

B type connector

Installation of CB Compartment



Accessory

Standard Lead Wire



Handle & Lifting Hook



Accessory

Handle & Lifting Hook



Plug interlock: AC

VL/VH type (7.2kV 20/25kA 630A~)

 It checks if the control power connector on the 

cradle (H type) is connected with the connecting 
terminal of the breaker before the proceeding of 
draw-in or out.

 It is not allowed to seperate the control power 

connector from the breaker in the position of 
draw-in /out or SERVICE, but TEST position.

Padlock/Door racking interlock: AD

VL/VH type (7.2kV 20/25kA 630A~)

With this door options for H type cradle draw- in/

out is allowed only when the door is closed.

If draw-in /out is necessary when the door is 

open, use the operation lever put in the slot of 
the breaker handle.
Insert it into the hole in the bottom of door 
interlock.

Padlock is also optional, which can lock to 

prevents the draw-in/out of the breaker in the 
position of TEST and SERVICE.

Plug interlock

Door interlock

Installed  outside of  a breaker as an option 

Installed inside of a breaker as an option



Accessory

MOC drive device: AE

VL type (7.2kV 20/25kA 630A~)

 It must be installed in the breaker to drive the 

MOC installed in H type cradle.

 MOC, Mechanically operated cell switch is the 

device to indicates the Closed/Trip status of 
VCB in 'SERVICE' position only.

This MOC drive device in the breaker should be 
installed when MOC in the cradle is used.

MOC

VH type

MOC

Installed inside of a breaker as an option



Locking magnet: AF

VL type

It allows the drawing-in of the breaker in the 

TEST position under the condition that the 
control power connector on the cradle (H type) 
is connected with the connecting terminal of the 
breaker and the power is supplied.

During the drawing-in or in the SERVICE 

position draw-in/out is allowed without supplying 
power.

* Control power rating is the same as that of a motor.

Locking 
magnet

VH type

Locking magnet

Installed inside of a breaker as an option



Accessory

Trip coil monitoring contact

VL type

Device for monitoring the functions of the trip 

coils.

To monitor the trip coils connect its terminals 

with the trip coil monitoring relay as shown on 
the circuit diagram.
-  If the trip coil is normal: closed-circuit 
consisting

- If the trip coil is damaged: open circuit
1)  Terminal A5 and A6 monitor the trip coils(TC)
    in Closed position of the breaker
2) Terminal A6 and auxiliary contact terminal 34
    monitor the trip coils(TC) in trip position of the
    breaker
3)  Terminal 11 and 12 monitor the secondary trip 

coils(TC1) in Closed position of the breaker
4)  Terminal 12 and auxiliary contact terminal 36 

monitor the secondary trip coils(TC1) in trip 
position of the breaker

Coil Test Unit is opional, which enable 

monitoring the coils by connecting in parallel 
with the trip coil operation switch.

In case Secondary Trip Coil Monitoring contact 

for VH Type, Every Trip Coil is available. 

VH type

Installed inside of a breaker as standard



Coil Test Unit: CTU

When no current flows through the coil it gives the test current which does not cause the coil to operate to check 

whether the coil is disconnected or not.
- If the test current flows normally: coil normal
- If the test current does not flow through: coil disconnected

  As it is connected in parallel with the control part of the coil the normal operation of the coil is not affected.

 Monitoring of the running coils is not possible.

 One test unit can monitor up to two coils.

1. Input voltage: AC/DC 75V~264V

2. Contact output
1) 2 a contacts for Fail indication and 2 a contacts for Alarm
2) 250Vac/10A Resistive, 30Vdc/10A Resistive

3. Disconnection test cycle is 12 seconds (Test LED blinks)

4. The default operation
If Fail happens (coil disconnected), Fail LED turns on and the Fail contacts become short state.
If Fail happens three times in series, Alarm LED turns on and the Alarm contacts become short state.
In order to clear the Alarm status push up DIP switch on the front and then push down it (Off  On  Off)

Shunt 1

24~250V 
(AC/DC)

Shunt 2

AC/DC 75~264V

Fail 1

Alarm 1

Fail 2

Alarm 2

Coil

Test

Unit
24~250V 
(AC/DC)

Input voltage

Fail (LED)

Fail (RELAY)

Alarm (LED)

Alarm (RELAY)
Coil Test Unit

Coil 

Installed  outside of  a breaker as an option 



Accessory

It gets a circuit breaker tripped electrically within 

regular time when control power supply is 
broken down and is used with Shunt coil, SHT. 
In case there is no DC power, It can be used as 
the rectifier which supplies DC power to a circuit 
breaker by rectifying AC power.

Tripping within 30 seconds on the power failure 

is possible. However after that automatic trip 
circuit must be configured separately in the 
switchgear.

Condenser trip device: CTD

Terminal arrangement

Circuit diagram

External dimension

Ratings

Installed  outside of  a breaker as an option 



UVT Time delay: UDC

UVT time delay, UDC is to delay the trip signal from UVT.

Without UDC the breaker will be tripped instantaneously by the trip signal from UVT installed inside of the breaker 
even in the the momentary power failure.

UDC can delay the trip time to avoid this unintended instantaneous trip in the event of such power failure.

It can be installed on the cradle or inside of the switchgear. 

UDC provides output contacts for indication of trip status due to the UVT coil inside of the breaker.
b contact is closed at normal state and a contact is closed at trip.

1. Characteristics

- Operating voltage ranges are based on the minimum value of each rated voltage (Vn)

2. Ratings of output contacts

3. Wiring diagram

14 16

5 7

D1

D2

14 16

UVT
18 2019

75

a

Time Delay for UVT

bc

18(a)

19(c)

20(b)

UVT Delay 
Controllor

UVT

Operating 
output 
contact

Installed  outside of  a breaker as an option 



Accessory

Installed  outside of  a breaker as an option Temperature sensor and 
monitoring unit: TM

Temperature Alarm Unit displays the input 

temperature detected through the temperature 
sensor installed in H-type cradle.

Temperature sensor can be installed up to three 

(R, S, T phase).

Temperature Alarm Unit converts the 
temperatures detected from the senser in the 
cradle and displays the maximum value and can 
transmit it throug communication.

If the input temperature is above standard it may 

cause alarm.
Temperature Alarm Unit supports Modbus/
RS-485 communication and contact us Profibus-
DP communication.

VL/VH type (7.2kV 20/25kA 630A~)

Temperature sensor and 
monitoring unit

* 

Temperature 
Sensor



Earthing Switch: A1

VL/VH type (7.2kV 20/25kA 630A~)

 For the safety during the maintenance of 

switchgear in the position of TEST/Drawout 
discharge the charging current in the load side 
of a VCB with this earthing switch.
It is available onlt for H type drawout breaker.

* Regarding the operations of earthing switch and 
related accessories see the instruction manual.

* Applicable Standards: IEC 62271-102

Earthing 
Switch

Built-in a cradle as an option Position switch for Earthing Switch
: A2, A4

In case of using earthing switch it can be added to indicate the ON / OFF 

status of the earthing switch.

** Contact configuration: 2a2b, 6a6b

Built-in a cradle as an option 

Circuit diagramPosition switch for E/S



Accessory

Keylock for Earthing Switch: A5

In case of using earthing switch it can be added for two types 

of interlocking.

1) Interlock to keep opening

2) Interlock to keep earthing

Built-in a cradle as an option Locking magnet for Earthing Switch
: A6~AD

In case of using earthing switch it can be added to prevent the earthing 

switch from opening or earthing before it is energized.

 Verify if the locking magnet is energized before opening or earthing the 

earthing switch.

Control voltage

- DC 24V / DC 48V / DC 110V / DC 125V / DC 220V
- AC 48V / AC 110V / AC 220V

Built-in a cradle as an option 

Locking magnet for 
Earthing Switch

Keylock for earthing switch



Shutter padlock: AE

VL/VH type (7.2kV 20/25kA 630A~)

It is the locking device to lock the primary and 

secondary shutter in closed state for safety 
while the breaker is drawn out for maintenance.

When the breaker is drawn in, the shutter is 

automatically opened.

There is a hole for padlock to lock the shutter.

It can be applied only to H type cradle.

Shutter 
padlock

Built-in a cradle as an option Truck operated cell switch (TOC: AF)

VL/VH type (7.2kV 20/25kA 630A~)

This auxiliary switch is used to indicate the 

'SERVICE' position of VCB. It is installed in the 
bottom of a H type cradle and operated by the 
frame of a breaker.

TOC is consisted of 4 cell switches with 

changeover contacts as below diagram.

a Contact: 122-123, 125-126, 128-129, 131-132,
b Contact: 121-123, 124-126, 127-129, 130-132

Built-in a cradle as an option 

VL type

VH Type 

TOC

Circuit diagram



Accessory

Mechanical Operated Cell Switch 
(MOC: AG)

VL/VH type (7.2kV 20/25kA 630A~)

This auxiliary switch is used to indicate the 

Close/Trip of VCB. It is operated mechanically 
at the SERVICE position and installed in the 
bottom of a H type cradle and operated by the 
frame of a breaker.

MOC is consisted of 4 cell switches with 

changeover contacts as below diagram.

Built-in a cradle as an option Door: AH

VL/VH type (7.2kV 20/25kA 630A~)

It is outside door for H type cradle.

Accessories are available for the door.

Built-in a cradle as an option 

VL type

VH Type 

Door

MOC

a Contact: 101-103, 104-106, 107-109, 110-112,
b Contact: 102-103, 105-106, 108-109, 111-112

Circuit diagram



Door Interlock: AJ

VL/VH type (7.2kV 20/25kA 630A~)

When the Door is installed to H type cradle, this 

door interlock prevents opening it at SERVICE 
position.

Built-in a cradle as an option Door Emergency Push button: AK

VL/VH type (7.2kV 20/25kA 630A~)

It is used to enable the Close/Trip of the breaker 

manually from outside of the door installed to H 
type cradle during an emergency.

Push the ON/OFF button by ON/OFF handle 

supplied seperately.

Built-in a cradle as an option 

Door
Interlock

Door 
Emergency 
Push button



Accessory

Racking In/Out handle
Susol VCB offers various kinds of handle suitable for each use of types and models. The order can be proceeded with 
the code below and ordering quantity is flexibly adjustable.

Temperature Sensor: AC

VL/VH type (7.2kV 20/25kA 630A~)

Racking in/out handle for H, K cradle

This sensor is used to detect the temperature in 

H-type cradle combined with Temperature 
monitoring unit.

It can be installed up to three (R, S, T phase).

Built-in a cradle as an option 

Temperature 
Sensor



Type H Cradle Lead Wire: AM~AO

VL/VH type (7.2kV 20/25kA 630A~)

In case of H type breaker of VL and VH models 

the Lead wire is installed in the cradle when 
supplied.

4a4b or 10a10b contacts are selectable 

according to the auxiliary contact of the breaker. 
Flame retardant cable is used for 4a4b.

Built-in a cradle as an option Door Padlock

VL/VH type (7.2kV 20/25kA 630A~)

It is supplied with a door for H type cradle as 

standard.

It can be locked by seperate padlock to prevent 

entering the maunal handle.

Built-in a cradle as an option 

Lead 
Wire

Door 
Padlock



Accessory

Auxiliary guide frame

Applicable hand pallet

Auxiliary guide frame is provided in order to move safely 

36kV breaker into the switchgear.

It can be used in combination with the hand pallet which 

meets the requirement shown below.

If dimension A in Fig. 1 is 
less than 120mm B type 
pallet can be used.
In case of more than 120mm 
C type must be applied.

Bottom

Upper side of guide rail in switchgear

Width :  550mm
Min. height: 90mm

<Fig 1>

B

C



Control circuit diagram - VL type

VL-06



VL-06/12/17/20/25/36

Control circuit diagram - VL type



Control circuit diagram - VH type

VH-06/12/17/20/25/36



Compartment

Control circuit diagram - VH type



Dimensions - VL type

7.2kV, 8/12.5kA, 400/630A

Fixed (P type)

Withdrawable (Standard breaker E/F/G type)



Dimensions - VL type

7.2kV, 8/12.5kA, 400/630A

Withdrawable (Compatible with existing breaker E/F/G type)

Withdrawable (E type cradle)

Note)  Dimensions in (  ) apply to 
12.5kA



7.2kV, 8/12.5kA, 400/630A

Withdrawable (F type cradle)

Withdrawable (G type cradle)

Note)  Dimensions in (  ) apply to 
12.5kA

Note)  Dimensions in (  ) apply to 
12.5kA



Dimensions - VL type

7.2kV, 20/25kA, 630/1250A

Fixed (P type, phase distance 150mm)

Withdrawable (E type unit, phase distance 150mm)

Note)  Dimensions in (  ) apply to 1250A

Note)  Dimensions in (  ) apply to 1250A



7.2kV, 20/25kA, 630/1250A

Withdrawable (F type unit, phase distance 150mm)

Withdrawable (G type unit, phase distance 150mm)

Note)  Dimensions in (  ) apply to 1250A

Note)  Dimensions in (  ) apply to 1250A



Dimensions - VL type

7.2kV, 20/25kA, 630/1250A

Withdrawable (K type unit T type, phase distance 150mm)

Withdrawable (K type unit T2 type, phase distance 150mm)



7.2kV, 20/25kA, 630/1250A 

Withdrawable (E type cradle, phase distance 150mm)

Withdrawable (F type cradle, phase distance 150mm)



Withdrawable (H type unit, phase distance 150mm)

7.2kV, 20/25kA, 630/1250A 

Withdrawable (G type cradle, phase distance 150mm)

Note)  Please be informed that When B-type connecter is 
used to design switchgears, the height can be 
110mm higher based on “A”

Dimensions - VL type



7.2kV, 20/25kA, 630/1250A

Withdrawable (H type cradle, phase distance 150mm)

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 8t 40 (2 sheets) <1250A>

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 8t 40 (1 sheets) <630A>



7.2kV, 20/25kA, 2000A

Fixed (P type, phase distance 150mm)

Withdrawable (E type unit, phase distance 150mm)

Dimensions - VL type



7.2kV, 20/25kA, 2000A

Withdrawable (F/G type unit, phase distance 150mm)

Withdrawable (K type unit T type, phase distance 150mm)



Withdrawable (E type cradle, phase distance 150mm)

7.2kV, 20/25kA, 2000A

Withdrawable (K type unit T2 type, phase distance 150mm)

Dimensions - VL type



7.2kV, 20/25kA, 2000A

Withdrawable (F type cradle, phase distance 150mm)

Withdrawable (G type cradle, phase distance 150mm)



Dimensions - VL type

7.2kV, 20/25kA, 2000A

Withdrawable (H type unit, phase distance 150mm)

Note)  Please be informed that When B-type connecter is 
used to design switchgears, the height can be 
110mm higher based on “A”



7.2kV, 20/25kA, 2000A

Withdrawable (H type cradle, phase distance 150mm)

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 10t 75 (2 sheets)



Dimensions - VL type

7.2kV, 31.5kA, 630A

Fixed (P type, phase distance 150mm)

Withdrawable (H type unit, phase distance 150mm)

Note)  Please be informed that When B-type connecter is 
used to design switchgears, the height can be 
110mm higher based on “A”



7.2kV, 31.5kA, 630A

Withdrawable (H type cradle, phase distance 150mm)

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 10t 40 (1 sheets)



Dimensions - VL type

7.2kV, 31.5kA, 1250A

Fixed (P type, phase distance 150mm)

470

589

150
553 2- 14

4- 13

315 156

523.5

60

450 212

96.5

150

M12
(Earthing hole)

Earthing position

Withdrawable (E type unit, phase distance 150mm)



7.2kV, 31.5kA, 1250A

Withdrawable (F/G type unit, phase distance 150mm)

Withdrawable (E type cradle, phase distance 150mm)



Dimensions - VL type

7.2kV, 31.5kA, 1250A

Withdrawable (F type cradle , phase distance 150mm)

Withdrawable (G type cradle, phase distance 150mm)



7.2kV, 31.5kA, 1250A

Withdrawable (K type unit T type, phase distance 150mm)

Withdrawable (K type unit T2 type, phase distance 150mm)



Dimensions - VL type

10012 660600
S

156

946
731.5

S

7.2kV, 31.5kA, 1250A

Withdrawable (G type cradle T type, phase distance 150mm)

Withdrawable (MCSG cradle T2 type, phase distance 150mm)



7.2kV, 31.5kA, 1250A

Withdrawable (H type unit, phase distance 150mm)

Note)  Please be informed that When B-type connecter is 
used to design switchgears, the height can be 
110mm higher based on “A”



Dimensions - VL type

7.2kV, 31.5kA, 1250A

Withdrawable (H type cradle, phase distance 150mm)

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 10t 40 (2 sheets)



7.2kV, 31.5kA, 2000A

Fixed (P type, phase distance 150mm)

Withdrawable (E type unit, phase distance 150mm)



Dimensions - VL type

7.2kV, 31.5kA, 2000A

Withdrawable (F/G type unit, phase distance 150mm)

Withdrawable (E type cradle, phase distance 150mm)



7.2kV, 31.5kA, 2000A

Withdrawable (F type cradle, phase distance 150mm)

Withdrawable (G type cradle, phase distance 150mm)



Dimensions - VL type

7.2kV, 31.5kA, 1250/2000A

Withdrawable (Fs type unit, phase distance 150mm

Withdrawable (Fs type cradle, phase distance 150mm)



7.2kV, 31.5kA, 2000A

Withdrawable (K type unit T type, phase distance 150mm)

Withdrawable (K type unit T2 type, phase distance 150mm)



10012 660600
S

156

946
731.5

S

7.2kV, 31.5kA, 2000A

Withdrawable (G type cradle T type, phase distance 150mm)

Withdrawable (MCSG cradle T2 type, phase distance 150mm)

Dimensions - VL type



7.2kV, 31.5kA, 2000A

Withdrawable (H type unit, phase distance 150mm)

Note)  Please be informed that When B-type connecter is 
used to design switchgears, the height can be 
110mm higher based on “A”



7.2kV, 31.5kA, 2000A

Withdrawable (H type cradle, phase distance 150mm)

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 10t 75 (2 sheets)

Dimensions - VL type



Fixed (P type, phase distance 210mm)

12/17.5kV, 20/25kA, 630/1250A

Fixed (P type, phase distance 150mm)



12/17.5kV, 20/25kA, 630/1250A
Withdrawable (Compatible with existing E type unit, phase distance 210mm)

Withdrawable (Compatible with existing F type unit, phase distance 210mm)

Dimensions - VL type



12/17.5kV, 20/25kA, 630/1250A

Withdrawable (E type unit, phase distance 210mm)

Withdrawable (F type unit, phase distance 210mm)



12kV, 20/25kA, 630/1250A

Withdrawable (K type unit T type, phase distance 150mm)

Withdrawable (K type unit T2 type, phase distance 150mm)

Dimensions - VL type



12/17.5kV, 20/25kA, 630A

Withdrawable (Compatible with existing E cradle, phase distance 210mm)

12/17.5kV, 20/25kA, 1250A

Withdrawable (Compatible with existing E cradle, phase distance 210mm)



12/17.5kV, 20/25kA, 630A

Withdrawable (Compatible with existing F cradle, phase distance 210mm)

12/17.5kV, 20/25kA, 1250A

Withdrawable (Compatible with existing F cradle, phase distance 210mm)

Dimensions - VL type



12/17.5kV, 20/25kA, 630/1250A

Withdrawable (E type cradle, phase distance 210mm)

Withdrawable (F type cradle, phase distance 210mm)



Withdrawable (H type unit, phase distance 210mm)

12/17.5kV, 20/25kA, 630/1250A

Withdrawable (H type unit, phase distance 150mm)

Note)  Please be informed that When B-type connecter is 
used to design switchgears, the height can be 
110mm higher based on “A”

Note)  Please be informed that When B-type connecter is 
used to design switchgears, the height can be 
110mm higher based on “A”

Dimensions - VL type



12/17.5kV, 20/25kA, 630/1250A

Withdrawable (H type cradle, phase distance 150mm)

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 8t 40 (2 sheets) <1250A>

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 8t 40 (1 sheets) <630A>



12/17.5kV, 20/25kA, 630/1250A

Withdrawable (H type cradle, phase distance 210mm)

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 8t 40 (2 sheets) <1250A>

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 8t 40 (1 sheets) <630A>

Dimensions - VL type



12/17.5kV, 20/25kA, 2000A

Fixed (P type, phase distance 210mm)

Withdrawable (E type unit, phase distance 210mm)



12/17.5kV, 20/25kA, 2000A

Withdrawable (F type unit, phase distance 210mm)

Withdrawable (E type cradle, phase distance 210mm)

Dimensions - VL typ



12/17.5kV, 20/25kA, 2000A

Withdrawable (F type cradle, phase distance 210mm)



12/17.5kV, 20/25kA, 2000A

Withdrawable (H type unit, phase distance 150mm)

Withdrawable (H type unit, phase distance 210mm)

Note)  Please be informed that When B-type connecter is 
used to design switchgears, the height can be 
110mm higher based on “A”

Note)  Please be informed that When B-type connecter is 
used to design switchgears, the height can be 
110mm higher based on “A”

Dimensions - VL type



12/17.5kV, 20/25kA, 2000A

Withdrawable (H type cradle, phase distance 150mm)

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 10t 75 (2 sheets)



12/17.5kV, 20/25kA, 2000A

Withdrawable (H type cradle, phase distance 210mm)

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 10t 75 (2 sheets)

Dimensions - VL type



Fixed (P type, phase distance 210mm)

12/17.5kV, 31.5kA, 630/1250A

Fixed (P type, phase distance 150mm)



7.2/12kV, 31.5kA, 1250/2000A

Withdrawable (Gs type unit, phase distance 150mm)

Withdrawable (Gs type cradle, phase distance 150mm)

Dimensions - VL type



12kV, 31.5kA, 1250A

Withdrawable (K type unit T type, phase distance 150mm)

Withdrawable (K type unit T2 type, phase distance 150mm)



10012 660600
S

156

946
731.5

S

12kV, 31.5kA, 1250A

Withdrawable (G type cradle T type, phase distance 150mm)

Withdrawable (MCSG cradle T2 type, phase distance 150mm)

Dimensions - VL type



12kV, 31.5kA, 2000A

Withdrawable (K type unit T type, phase distance 150mm)

Withdrawable (K type unit T2 type, phase distance 150mm)



10012 660600
S

156

946
731.5

S

12kV, 31.5kA, 2000A

Withdrawable (G type cradle T type, phase distance 150mm)

Withdrawable (MCSG cradle T2 type, phase distance 150mm)

Dimensions - VL type



12/17.5kV, 31.5kA, 630/1250A

Withdrawable (H type unit, phase distance 150mm)

Withdrawable (H type unit, phase distance 210mm)

Note)  Please be informed that When B-type connecter is 
used to design switchgears, the height can be 
110mm higher based on “A”

Note)  Please be informed that When B-type connecter is 
used to design switchgears, the height can be 
110mm higher based on “A”



12/17.5kV, 31.5kA, 630/1250A

Withdrawable (H type cradle, phase distance 150mm)

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 10t 40 (2 sheets) <1250A>

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 8t 40 (1 sheets) <630A>

Dimensions - VL type



12/17.5kV, 31.5kA, 630/1250A

Withdrawable (H type cradle, phase distance 210mm)

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 10t 40 (2 sheets) <1250A>

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 8t 40 (1 sheets) <630A>



12/17.5kV, 31.5kA, 2000A

Fixed (P type, phase distance 210mm)

Withdrawable (H type unit, phase distance 150mm)

Note)  Please be informed that When B-type connecter is 
used to des ign switchgears, the height can be 
110mm higher based on “A”

Dimensions - VL type



12/17.5kV, 31.5kA, 2000A

Withdrawable (H type unit, phase distance 210mm)

Note)  Please be informed that When B-type connecter is 
used to design switchgears, the height can be 
110mm higher based on “A”



12/17.5kV, 31.5kA, 2000A

Withdrawable (H type cradle, phase distance 150mm)

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 10t 80 (2 sheets)

Dimensions - VL type



12/17.5kV, 31.5kA, 2000A

Withdrawable (H type cradle, phase distance 210mm)

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 10t 80 (2 sheets)



12/17.5kV, 31.5kA, 2500A

Fixed (P type, phase distance 210mm)

Fixed (P type, phase distance 275mm)

Dimensions - VL type



12/17.5kV, 31.5kA, 2500A

Withdrawable (H type unit, phase distance 210mm)

Withdrawable (H type unit, phase distance 275mm)

Note)  Please be informed that When B-type connecter is 
used to design switchgears, the height can be 
110mm higher based on “A”

Note)  Please be informed that When B-type connecter is 
used to design switchgears, the height can be 
110mm higher based on “A”



12/17.5kV, 31.5A, 2500A

Withdrawable (H type cradle, phase distance 210mm)

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 10t 100 (2 sheets)

Dimensions - VL type



12/17.5kV, 31.5A, 2500A

Withdrawable (H type cradle, phase distance 275mm)

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 10t 100 (2 sheets)



24/25.8kV 12.5kA 630A

Fixed (P type, phase distance 265mm)

Withdrawable (E type unit Visible, Clip contact, phase distance 265mm)

Dimensions - VL type



24/25.8kV 12.5kA 630A

Withdrawable (F type unit Visible, Clip contact, phase distance 265mm)

Withdrawable (E type unit Enclosed, Tulip contact, phase distance 265mm)



24/25.8kV 12.5kA 630A

Withdrawable (F type unit Enclosed, Tulip contact, phase distance 265mm)

Withdrawable (G type unit Tulip contact, phase distance 265mm)

Dimensions - VL type



Withdrawable (K type unit, phase distance 210mm)

24/25.8kV 12.5kA 630A

Withdrawable (G type unit, phase distance 210mm)



Withdrawable (H type unit, phase distance 210mm)

Note)  Please be informed that When B-type connecter is 
used to design switchgears, the height can be 
110mm higher based on “A”

Dimensions - VL type

24/25.8kV 12.5kA 630A

Withdrawable (K type unit, phase distance 265mm)



24/25.8kV 12.5kA 630A

Withdrawable (H type unit, phase distance 275mm)

Note)  Please be informed that When B-type connecter is 
used to design switchgears, the height can be 
110mm higher based on “A”

24/25.8kV 12.5kA 1250A

Fixed (P type, phase distance 265mm)



Withdrawable (F type unit Visible, Clip contact, phase distance 265mm)

Dimensions - VL type

24/25.8kV 12.5kA 1250A

Withdrawable (E type unit Visible, Clip contact, phase distance 265mm)



24/25.8kV 12.5kA 1250A

Withdrawable (E type unit Enclosed, Tulip contact, phase distance 265mm)

Withdrawable (F type unit Enclosed, Tulip contact, phase distance 265mm)



Dimensions - VL type

24/25.8kV 12.5kA 1250A

Withdrawable (G type unit Tulip contact, phase distance 265mm)

24/25.8kV 12.5kA 1250A & 16/25kA 630/1250A

Withdrawable (G type unit, phase distance 210mm)



24/25.8kV 12.5kA 1250A

Withdrawable (K type unit, phase distance 210mm)

Withdrawable (K type unit, phase distance 265mm)



Dimensions - VL type

24/25.8kV 12.5kA 1250A

Withdrawable (H type unit, phase distance 210mm)

Note)  Please be informed that When B-type connecter is 
used to design switchgears, the height can be 
110mm higher based on “A”

Withdrawable (H type unit, phase distance 275mm)

Note)  Please be informed that When B-type connecter is 
used to design switchgears, the height can be 
110mm higher based on “A”



24/25.8kV 16kA 630A

Withdrawable (E type unit Visible, Clip contact, phase distance 265mm)

24/25.8kV 16/25kA 630A

Fixed (P type, phase distance 265mm)



24/25.8kV 16kA 630A

Withdrawable (F type unit Visible, Clip contact, phase distance 265mm)

24/25.8kV 16/25kA 1250A

Fixed (P type, phase distance 265mm)

Dimensions - VL type



24/25.8kV 25kA 630A & 24/25.8kV 16/25kA 1250A

Withdrawable (E type unit Visible, Clip contact, phase distance 265mm)

Withdrawable (F type unit Visible, Clip contact, phase distance 265mm)



Withdrawable (F type unit Enclosed, Tulip contact, phase distance 265mm)

24/25.8kV 16/25kA 630/1250A

Withdrawable (E type unit Enclosed, Tulip contact, phase distance 265mm)

Dimensions - VL type



24/25.8kV 16/25kA 630/1250A

Withdrawable (G type unit Tulip contact, phase distance 265mm)

Withdrawable (K type unit, phase distance 210mm)



Withdrawable (H type unit, phase distance 210mm)

24/25.8kV 16/25kA 630/1250A

Withdrawable (K type unit, phase distance 265mm)

Note)  Please be informed that When B-type connecter is 
used to design switchgears, the height can be 
110mm higher based on “A”

Dimensions - VL type



24/25.8kV 16/25kA 630/1250A

Withdrawable (H type unit, phase distance 275mm)

24/25.8kV 25kA 2000A

Fixed (P type, phase distance 265mm)

Note)  Please be informed that When B-type connecter is 
used to design switchgears, the height can be 
110mm higher based on “A”



24/25.8kV 25kA 2000A

Withdrawable (E type unit Visible, Clip contact, phase distance 265mm)

Withdrawable (F type unit Visible, Clip contact, phase distance 265mm)

Dimensions - VL type



24/25.8kV 25kA 2000A

Withdrawable (E type unit Enclosed, Tulip contact, phase distance 265mm)

Withdrawable (F type unit Enclosed, Tulip contact, phase distance 265mm)



Withdrawable (K type unit, phase distance 265mm)

Dimensions - VL type

24/25.8kV 25kA 2000A

Withdrawable (G type unit, phase distance 210mm)



24/25.8kV 25kA 2000A

Withdrawable (H type unit, phase distance 210mm)

Note)  Please be informed that When B-type connecter is 
used to design switchgears, the height can be 
110mm higher based on “A”

Withdrawable (H type unit, phase distance 275mm)

Note)  Please be informed that When B-type connecter is 
used to design switchgears, the height can be 
110mm higher based on “A”



24/25.8kV 12.5/16/25kA 630/1250/2000A

Withdrawable (E type cradle Visible, Clip contact, phase distance 265mm)

Dimensions - VL type

24/25.8kV 25kA 2500A

Withdrawable (H type unit, phase distance 275mm)

Note)  Please be informed that When B-type connecter is 
used to design switchgears, the height can be 
110mm higher based on “A”



24/25.8kV 12.5/16/25kA 630/1250/2000A

Withdrawable (F type cradle Visible, Clip contact, phase distance 265mm)

24/25.8kV 12.5/16/25kA 630/1250/2000A

Withdrawable (E type cradle Enclosed, Tulip contact, phase distance 265mm)



24/25.8kV 12.5/16/25kA 630/1250/2000A

Withdrawable (F type cradle Enclosed, Tulip contact, phase distance 265mm)

Dimensions - VL type

24/25.8kV 12.5/16/25kA 630/1250A

Withdrawable (G type cradle Tulip contact, phase distance 265mm)



24/25.8kV 12.5/16/25kA 630A

Withdrawable (G type cradle, Tulip contact, phase distance 210mm)

24/25.8kV 12.5/16/25kA 1250A

Withdrawable (G type cradle, Tulip contact, phase distance 210mm)



Dimensions - VL type

24/25.8kV 12.5/16/25kA 630/1250/2000A

24/25.8kV 12.5/16/25kA 2000A

Withdrawable (G type cradle, Tulip contact, phase distance 210mm)



24/25.8kV 12.5/16/25kA 630/1250A

Withdrawable (H type cradle, phase distance 210mm)

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 10t 40 (2 sheets) <1250A>

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 10t 40 (1 sheets) <630A>



24/25.8kV 12.5/16/25kA 630/1250A

Withdrawable (H type cradle, phase distance 275mm)

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 10t 40 (2 sheets) <1250A>

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 10t 40 (1 sheets) <630A>

Dimensions - VL type



24/25.8kV 25kA 2000A

Withdrawable (H type cradle, phase distance 210mm)

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 10t 20 (2 sheets)



24/25.8kV 25kA 2000A

Withdrawable (H type cradle, phase distance 275mm)

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 10t 80 (2 sheets)

Dimensions - VL type



24/25.8kV 25kA 2500A

Withdrawable (H type cradle, phase distance 275mm)

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 10t 100 (2 sheets)



36kV 25kA 630/1250A

Fixed (P type, phase distance 275mm)

Withdrawable (H type unit, phase distance 275mm)

Dimensions - VL type



36kV 25kA 630/1250A

Withdrawable (H type cradle, phase distance 275mm)

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 10t 50 (1 sheets) <630A>

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 12t 60 (1 sheets) <1250A>



36kV 25kA 2000A

Fixed (P type, phase distance 275mm)

Withdrawable (H type unit, phase distance 275mm)

Dimensions - VL type



36kV 25kA 2000A

Withdrawable (H type cradle, phase distance 275mm)

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 12t 60 (2 sheets) <2000A>



36kV 25kA 2500A

Fixed (P type, phase distance 275mm)

Withdrawable (H type unit, phase distance 275mm)

Dimensions - VL type



36kV 25kA 2500A

Withdrawable (H type cradle, phase distance 275mm)

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 12t 80 (2 sheets) <2500A>



7.2kV, 40kA, 1250/2000A

Fixed (P type, phase distance 150mm)

Withdrawable (E,F,G type unit,  phase distance 150mm)

Dimensions - LVB, VH type



7.2/12kV, 40kA, 1250/2000A

Withdrawable (MCSG type unit,  phase distance 150mm): option type T

7.2/12kV, 31.5/40kA, 1250/2000A



7.2kV, 40kA 1250/2000A

Withdrawable (E type cradle, phase distance 150mm)

Withdrawable (F, G type cradle, phase distance 150mm)

Dimensions - LVB, VH type



7.2/12kV, 40kA 1250/2000A

Withdrawable (MCSG type cradle, phase distance 150mm)



7.2kV, 31.5/40kA, 3150A

Fixed (P type, phase distance 210mm)

Withdrawable (E,F,G type unit, phase distance 210mm)

Dimensions - LVB, VH type



7.2kV, 31.5/40kA, 3150A

Withdrawable (MCSG type unit, phase distance 210mm)

12kV, 31.5/40kA, 3150A

Withdrawable (MCSG type unit, phase distance 210mm)



7.2kV, 31.5/40kA 3150A

Withdrawable (E type cradle, phase distance 210mm)

Withdrawable (F,G cradle)

Dimensions - LVB, VH type



7.2/12kV, 31.5/40kA 3150A

Withdrawable (MCSG type cradle, phase distance 210mm)



7.2kV 40kA 1250/2000A

Withdrawable (Fs type unit, phase distance 150mm)

Withdrawable (Fs type cradle, phase distance 150mm)

Dimensions -VH type



7.2kV, 31.5/40kA, 3150A

Withdrawable (Fs type unit, phase distance 210mm)

Withdrawable (Fs type cradle, phase distance 210mm)



7.2/12kV, 40kA, 1250/2000A

Withdrawable (Gs type unit, phase distance 150mm)

Withdrawable (Gs type cradle, phase distance 150mm)

Dimensions -VH type



7.2/12kV, 31.5/40kA, 3150A

Withdrawable (Gs type unit, phase distance 210mm)

Withdrawable (Gs type cradle, phase distance 210mm)



7.2/12kV, 40kA, 1250/2000A

Withdrawable (K type unit, phase distance 150mm, G / T (T) compatible)

Withdrawable (K type unit, phase distance 150mm, G / T (T2) compatible)

Dimensions -VH type



7.2/12kV, 40kA, 1250/2000A

Withdrawable (K type cradle, phase distance 150mm)

Withdrawable (MCSG cradle T2 type, phase distance 150mm)



7.2/12/17.5kV, 40kA, 1250/2000A

Withdrawable (K type unit, phase distance 210mm, G / T (T2) compatible)

Withdrawable (MCSG cradle T2 type, phase distance 210mm)

Dimensions -VH type



7.2/12kV, 31.5/40kA, 3150A

Withdrawable (K type unit, phase distance 210mm, G / T (T2) compatible)

Withdrawable (MCSG cradle T2 type, phase distance 210mm)



17.5kV, 40kA, 3150A

Withdrawable (K type unit, phase distance 254mm, G / T (T) compatible)

Withdrawable (MCSG cradle T2 type, phase distance 254mm)

Dimensions -VH type



7.2/12kV, 40kA, 1250A

Withdrawable (H type unit, phase distance 150mm)

7.2/12kV, 40kA, 2000A

Withdrawable (H type unit, phase distance 150mm)



7.2/12kV, 40kA, 1250/2000A

Withdrawable (H cradle, phase distance 150mm)

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 10t 80 (2 sheet) <1250/2000A> 

Dimensions -VH type



7.2/12/17.5kV, 40kA, 1250/2000A

Withdrawable (H type unit, phase distance 210mm)

7.2/12/17.5kV, 31.5/40kA, 3150A

Withdrawable (H type unit, phase distance 210mm)



7.2/12/17.5kV, 40kA, 1250/2000A

Withdrawable (H cradle, phase distance 210mm)

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 12t 60 (2 sheet) <1250/2000A> 

Dimensions -VH type



7.2/12/17.5kV, 31.5/40kA, 3150A

Withdrawable (H cradle, phase distance 210mm)

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 10t 120 (2 sheet) <3150A> 



17.5kV, 31.5/40kA, 3150A

Withdrawable (H type unit, phase distance 275mm)

Dimensions -VH type



17.5kV, 31.5/40kA, 3150A

Withdrawable (H cradle, phase distance 275mm)

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 10t 120 (2 sheet) <3150A> 



7.2/12/17.5kV, 50kA, 1250/2000A

Fixed (P type, phase distance 210mm)

Withdrawable (H type unit, phase distance 210mm)

Dimensions -VH type



7.2/12/17.5kV, 50kA, 1250/2000A

Withdrawable (H cradle, phase distance 210mm)

TU BETU BE

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 12t 60 (1 sheet) <1250A> 

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 12t 60 (2 sheets) <2000A>



7.2/12/17.5kV, 50kA, 2500/3150A

Fixed (P type, phase distance 275mm)

Withdrawable (H type unit, phase distance 275mm)

Dimensions -VH type



7.2/12/17.5kV, 50kA, 2500/3150A

Withdrawable (H cradle, phase distance 275mm)

TUBETUBE

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 12t 80 (2 sheets) <2500A >

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 12t 100 (2 sheets) <3150A>



7.2/12/17.5kV, 40/50kA, 4000A

Fixed (P type, phase distance 275mm)

Withdrawable (H type unit, phase distance 275mm)

Dimensions -VH type



7.2/12/17.5kV, 40/50kA, 4000A

Withdrawable (Ha type cradle, phase distance 275mm, Normal Type)



7.2/12/17.5kV, 40/50kA, 4000A

Withdrawable (Ha type cradle, phase distance 275mm, with Earthing Switch)

Dimensions -VH type



7.2/12/17.5kV, 40/50kA, 4000A

Withdrawable (Hb type cradle, phase distance 275mm)



7.2/12kV, 40/50kA, 5000A

Withdrawable (H type unit, phase distance 320mm)

Withdrawable (Ha type cradle, phase distance 320mm, Normal Type)

Dimensions -VH type



7.2/12kV, 40/50kA, 5000A

Withdrawable (Ha type cradle, phase distance 320mm, with Earthing Switch)



24kV, 25kA, 2500A

Fixed (P type, phase distance 275mm)

Withdrawable (H type unit, phase distance 275mm)

Dimensions -VH type



24kV, 25kA, 2500A

Withdrawable (H cradle, phase distance 275mm)

TUBE

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 12t 80(2 sheets)



24kV, 31.5/40kA, 1250/2000A

Fixed (P type, phase distance 210mm)

Withdrawable (H type unit, phase distance 210mm)

Dimensions -VH type



24kV, 31.5/40kA, 1250/2000A

Withdrawable (H cradle, phase distance 210mm)

TUBETUBE

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 12t 60 (1 sheets) <1250A>

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 12t 60 (2 sheets) <2000A>



24kV, 31.5/40kA, 1250/2000A

Withdrawable (H cradle, Rotated bushing type, phase distance 210mm)

Dimensions -VH type



24kV, 31.5/40kA, 1250/2000A

Fixed (P type, phase distance 275mm)

Withdrawable (H type unit, phase distance 275mm)



24kV, 31.5/40kA, 1250/2000A

Withdrawable (H cradle, phase distance 275mm)

TUBE

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 12t 60 (2 sheets)

Dimensions -VH type



24kV, 31.5/40kA, 3150A

Fixed (P type, phase distance 275mm)

Withdrawable (H type unit, phase distance 275mm)



24kV, 31.5/40kA, 3150A

Withdrawable (H type cradle, phase distance 275mm)

TUBE

Connecting busbar method 
(with earthing switch)
Busbar : 12t 100 (2 sheets)

Dimensions -VH type



36kV, 25/31.5/40kA, 1250/2000A

Fixed (P type, phase distance 300mm)

Withdrawable (H type unit, phase distance 300mm)



36kV, 25/31.5/40kA, 1250/2000A

Withdrawable (H type cradle, phase distance 300mm)

Dimensions -VH type



36kV, 25/31.5/40kA, 3150A

Fixed (P type, phase distance 300mm)

Withdrawable (H type unit, phase distance 300mm)



36kV, 25/31.5/40kA, 3150A

Withdrawable (H type cradle, phase distance 300mm)

Mounting information is same as 36kV 25/31.5/40kA 1250/2000A

Dimensions -VH type



Side-Mount type VCB

25.8kV 16kA 630A

* Lifetime with maintenance
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Control circuit diagram

Note)  1. UVT : Under Voltage Trip (No. D1, D2)                               Option
* Closing and Trip coil : One Pulse type
* This circuit diagram is based on 'OFF' status of CB and Closing spring is charged.

SA5

Note)  This external shape is based on “R” Type (Installation type)

Side-Mount type VCB



Technical data

Electrical endurance by interrupting current

VI model LV2 at 7.2kV

N : Operation numbers
I : Interrupting current

Interrupting current [kA]

VI model LV3 at 7.2kV

N : Operation numbers
I : Interrupting current

Interrupting current [kA]

VI model LV4 at 24kV

N : Operation numbers
I : Interrupting current

Interrupting current [kA]

VI model LV5 at 17.5kV

N : Operation numbers
I : Interrupting current

Interrupting current [kA]



Note) 1.  Above graphs represent the characteristics of the electrical life of LS Susol VCB.
2. Life characteristics of each model in each rating represents the LOG-LOG graphs.

VI model LV8 at 17.5kV

N : Operation numbers
I : Interrupting current

Interrupting current [kA]

VI model LV7-P1 at 24kV

N : Operation numbers
I : Interrupting current

Interrupting current [kA]

VI model LV8 at 36kV

N : Operation numbers
I : Interrupting current

Interrupting current [kA]

Electrical endurance by interrupting current

Technical data



Standard Use Environment for Susol VCB
The operation characteristic of Vacuum Circuit Breaker such as insulation and endurance is often influenced
largely by external environment and thus should be applied appropriately with conditions of the place where
it is used taken into consideration.

The following values are the limits have been set in accordance with IEC 62271-100 (IEC 62271-1)

Ambient Temperature

- maximum temperature: +40�
- 24-hour average maximum temperature: +35�
- minimum temperature: -5�

Altitude

- 1000m or less above sea level

Relative Humidity

- 24 hours average value: 95% or less
- One month average: 90% or less

�  If a standard circuit breaker is used in high temperature exceeding 40�, 
you are advised to use it according to the current corrected for each level 
of ambient temperature in catalog.

�  If used in conditions of high humidity, the dielectric strength or electric 
performance may be degraded.

�  It is highly recommended to use a dust cover or anti-humid agent if it is 
used in dusty and humid conditions.

�  Excessive vibration may cause a trip breaker such as connection fault or 
flaw on mechanical parts.

�  If it is left ON or OFF for a long time, it is recommended to switch load 
current on a regular basis.

�  It is recommend to put it in the sealed protection if corrosive gas is 
prevalent.



Special Use Environment

The circuit breaker is designed for use in standard use environment specified in Section 2.1 of IEC62271-1.
Concerning the special use environments as below the special use conditions are 
required to be considered, thus please contact us in advance.

- where altitude and ambient temperature are out of standard use environment.(-40�)
- where a strong sea breeze blows
- when usually used in a humid place
- where a lot of steam or oil steam exists
- where explosive, flammable and other harmful gases might permeate the breaker
- In a dusty place
- where abnormal vibration or shock exists
- where a lot of ice and snow exist
- other special conditions

Withstand voltage compensation according to altitude
If the breaker is used in areas of sea level higher than 1000m the degradation of insulation
performance should be taken into consideration.

<Table 1> Criteria of withstand voltages by rated voltages specified in IEC62271-1

Up [kV/1.2    50    ]

36

24

17.5

12

7.2 60

75(82)

95

125

170

20

28(42)

38

50(65)

70

Ud [kV/1min] Ur[kV]

Power Frequency 
Withstand Voltage

Impulse Withstand Voltage

Technical data



Ex)  Selecting a breaker to be used in a place of 2500m above sea level with a rated voltage 7.2kV 
(correction parameter 1 applied)

- correction parameter at 2500m is 1.2
-  criteria of withstand voltage by rated voltage: 
Power Frequency Withstand Voltage (Ud) = 20kV, Impulse Withstand Voltage (Up) = 60kV

-  requirements withstand voltage criteria: 
Power Frequency Withstand Voltage (Ud) = 20�1.2 = 24kV, Impulse Withstand Voltage (Up) = 72kV
Therefore rated voltage 12kV breaker shall apply to satisfy the required withstand voltage.

Ex)  To apply a breaker with a rated voltage 12kV to the place of 2,500m above sea level
 (correction parameter 2 applied)

- correction parameter at 2500m is 0.825
-  dielectric strength of VCB : Power Frequency Withstand Voltage (Ud) = 28�0.825 = 23.1kV,
Impulse Withstand Voltage (Up) = 75�0.825 = 62kV/1.2�50 �
Therefore above breaker with rated voltage 12kV shall apply to rated voltage system 7.2kV at the altitude.

<Fig.1 > withstand voltage correction parameter 1 by altitude (based on a required withstand voltage)

<Fig.2 > withstand voltage correction parameter 2 by altitude (based on a applicable withstand voltage)

Withstand voltage compensation according to altitude



Ia= Ir ( (�max - �a)/�r)1/2

Ia: allowable continuous current in the actual ambient temperature �a
Ir: rated current at 40� ambient temperature
�max: acceptable overall temperature of the hottest spot
�a: the actual ambient temperature expected at -30� and 60�
�r: allowable temperature in the hottest place at rated current

Ex) The calculation of the applicable load current value when a breaker with rated current
2000A is used at 55 � ambient temperature
Ia = 2000�((105-55)/65)1/2 = 2000�0.87 = 1754A

<Figure 3> Allowable load current by ambient temperature

<Table 2> Allowable load current by ambient temperature

Rated current compensation in accordance with ambient temperature
When normal ambient temperature exceeds the temperature specified in the environment
the following formula help to select the applicable current.

Rated current (A)
 Ambient temperature (�)

20  25  30  35  40  45  50  55  60

 4000  4000  4000  4000  4000  4000  3843  3679  3508  3328

 3150  3150  3150  3150  3150  3150  3026  2898  2763  2621

 2000  2000  2000  2000  2000  2000  1922  1840  1754  1664

 1250  1250  1250  1250  1250  1250  1201  1150  1096  1040

 630  630  630  630  630  630  605  580  553  524

Special Use Environment
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Comparison of GCB & VCB

In the system of medium voltage lines VCB uses a vacuum which is an eco friendly medium for arc extinguishing. 
It also offers excellent interrupting properties and ease of maintenance and has expanded the area to the scope of the 
GCB as the overlap increases.

       Items    GCB    VCB 
Comparison

Remarks
results

Images

Arc extinguish SF6 gas    Vacuum

medium and  - Greenhouse gas that causes  - Green clean medium. 

characteristics global warming. - 5�10-5 Torr vacuum rate to 

- The toxic gas generated by chemical maintain.

reactions due to arc energy.

- 5kgf/� high pressure required. 

Maintenance   - Periodic check and supplement the   - Available until the product life.

of the gas pressure required. - Always keep trip-first feature.

arc media - Automatic locking if gas pressure    

falls below the certain value. 

�� In the event of an accident while   ��When an accident occurs the 

the gas valve is locked trip is   trip-first feature 

disable and the load equipment   functions to protect the equipment.

can not be protected.

Rated voltage 

range (kV)

3.6~550 3.6~36  

Applicable rate  

of transient
Low High

(RRRV)

Development Decline Increasing

and trends - - Companies A and S have 

- Company A manufactures    developed new VCBs.

VCB in medium voltage GCB - Development trend that the voltage 

production factory. coverage of VCB expands.

- GCB Maker S started the - VI increased coverage.

production of VCB.   (GIS, DAIS, SIS, etc.) 

VI

VCB has been 
increasing 

rapidly in the 
medium 
voltage 

systems.

IEC62271-100
Annex M 
applied/

Interrupting 
performance 

verified.

VCB is 

better than 

GCB

VCB is 

better than 

GCB

GCB is 

better than 

VCB

VCB is 

better than 

GCB

VCB is 

better than 

GCB




